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Abstract

Ålö is a supplier in the agricultural Machinery Industry. They develop and manufacture 
mainly front-end loaders and they got other products groups too. One of the other product 
groups consists of the sub frames. The sub frames are the mechanical components that are 
required for the front loaders to fit to different tractors. The product integrations section, that 
develops the sub frames, wants to investigate the strengths of other concepts of designs than 
their traditional ones.

New models of sub frames were created by using Solid Edge which is a CAD-system. The 
models’ strengths were simulated by using Femap which is its built-in FEM-tool for 
engineering analysis. The FE-analysis were compared to the FE-analysis of the original sub 
frames.

A total of three design changes were investigated. One set of sub frame was investigated with 
a new concept of design. Another set of sub frame was investigated with the new concept of 
design and it was also investigated with thinner plates.

What was concluded is that the design change with thinner plates resulted in a weight 
reduction of 5 kg but at the cost of higher levels of stress. To verify that the sub frame will last 
its desired life span prototypes should be physically tested by fatigue test. The new design 
concept resulted in too big increases of stress levels on one set of sub frame and on another 
set of sub frame it resulted in small differences of stress but with a weight increase.
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Sammanfattning

Ålö är en leverantör av produkter till jordbrukstraktorer. De utvecklar och tillverkar i 
huvudsak frontlastare och de har andra produktgrupper också. En av de andra 
produktgrupperna består av fundament. Fundamenten är den mekaniska anpassningen som 
krävs för att frontlastare ska passa till olika traktorer. Avdelningen Produktintegration, som 
utvecklar fundament, vill undersöka hållfasthet på andra designkoncept än deras 
traditionella.

Nya modeller av fundament skapades i Solid Edge som är ett CAD-system. Modellernas 
hållfasthet simulerades med hjälp av Femap som är dess inbyggda FEM-verktyg för teknisk 
analys. FE-analyserna jämfördes med FE-analyser av ursprungliga fundament.

Totalt tre designförändringar ingår. En sorts fundament undersöktes med ett nytt 
designkoncept. En annan sorts fundament undersöktes dels med det nya designkonceptet 
och dels med tunnare plåtar.

Det man kom fram till var att designförändringen med tunnare plåtar resulterade i en 
viktbesparing på 5 kg men på bekostnad av något högre spänningsnivåer. För att verifiera att 
det håller önskad drivstid behöver prototyper testas fysiskt genom utmattningsprov. Det nya 
designkonceptet resulterade i för stora spänningsökningar på en sorts fundament och på en 
annan sorts fundament resulterade det i grova drag i oförändrade spänningsnivåer men med 
en viktökning.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Company presentation
Ålö is a supplier in the agricultural Machinery Industry. They develop and manufacture 
mainly front-end loaders under the brands Quicke® and Trima®, and associated 
implements under Original Implements™. 

Ålö has customers in more than 50 countries, sales companies in 8 countries and factories in 
4 countries. All-in-all about 675 people work on Ålö. [1]

Figure 1) Product groups of Ålö. [1]

1.2 Sub frames
One of Ålö’s product groups consists of the sub frames. They are developed by the product 
integration section of Ålö. The sub frames are the mechanical components that are required 
for the front loaders to fit to the tractors. The sub frames are mounted on the tractors chassis 
and the front loaders are mounted to the sub frames. 

Ålö has a wide range of sub frames which consists of 1200+ sub frame sets in production. The 
sub frames are designed to fit different tractors world-wide. [1]

Figure 2) Sub frames and tractor. [1]
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In this report the plates of the sub frames are called certain names and for all readers to 
understand parts lists are shown on appendix A, B, C and D.

1.3 Background
Ålö has the goal to reduce their product costs during the following years and the sub frames 
are included. The product integration section, that develops the sub frames, has reflected 
about it and want to investigate if the sub frame designs can be improved. Therefore, the 
section wants to investigate the strengths of other concepts of designs than their traditional 
ones. 

1.3 Purpose and research problem
Some of the sub frame sets are produced in large quantities. It would be valuable if design 
improvements were to be identified for those sub frame sets.

The research problem is to modify the designs of sub frames, compare their strength with 
original sub frames and draw conclusions of the results.

In advance the product integration section has an idea of design that they want to investigate. 
The idea consists of bending in the upright plate towards the sideplate on the inside of the 
gussets. This concept is shown on a set of sub frame in appendix B and could be compared to 
appendix A which shows its original design.

1.4 Goals

 Bring three ideas of new designs. Two that meet the manufacturing possibilities of the 
original designs and one that has less limitations but should be realistic to produce.

 Each of the ideas are presented with CAD-models and FEA-analysis.

 Reports in English.

1.5 Specifications

 The new designs must fit the tractor and the front loader.

 Outer contour of the new design must be within the original designs, with exceptions 
that can be made in consultation with the supervisor.

 The level of mechanical stress (von Mises stress) in the new design must be same or 
lower than the original design. 

 The new designs are required to meet the manufacturing possibilities of the original 
designs.

1.6 Limitations

 Two different sub frame sets are included in this project.
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 Selections of the sub frames are included in the studies. The sub frames are 
symmetric so one side of them are studied, the weaker side. The forward most 
segment called grill guard is excluded. Se Figure 3 of a sub frame where the included 
section is highlighted.

 Design changes are not made at the positions where the sub frames are attached to 
the tractors and where the front loaders are attached to the sub frame.

 The models created for FEA are simplified by neglecting welds.

 One load case is simulated. The push case.

 Fatigue is not simulated.

 Buckling is not simulated.

Figure 3) CAD-model of sub frame with the parts focuses on in this report highlighted in 
green
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2. Theory

This section contains theory about solid engineering, FEA and strength data of the chosen 
material.

2.1 Solid engineering
Ultimate strength and yield strength:
The ultimate strength is the point of stress where a material will break.

The yield strength (also called yield stress) is the point of stress where the yielding of 
materials starts and plastic deformations will occur. [2]

Von Mises yield criterion:
The von Mises yield criterion says that once the von Mises stress reaches the materials point 
of yield stress the material will start to yield. The criterion is a common way for engineers to 
create dimension conditions when making design calculations. [2]

Design with respect to loads:
A recommended way to carry loads in order is: 1. Pulling, 2. Pressure, 3. Shearing, 4. 
Bending, 5. Torsion.

Pulling and pressure are highly recommended ways to carry loads because all of the material 
profile will be active. Pulling is better than pressure because pressure may cause instabilities 
such as buckling on slim profiles.

Bending and torsion are the worst ways to carry loads. The stresses will be large and uneven. 
When the loads cause bending or torsion it is recommended to expand the profile with 
material further away from its centrum. For example, to withstand bending a beam of an I-
profile is better to than a small solid square and to withstand torsion a pipe with larger 
diameter is better than a solid axis. To withstand torsion, it is crucial that the profile is 
closed. [3]

Fatigue:

Materials will become weakened over time when they are loaded by loads that vary in cycles. 
This is called fatigue. Fatigue failure can occur when the loads are far lower than what would 
be required for a static failure. Fatigue failure is the most common cause of breakdown of 
machine designs.

The weakening consists of microcracks that are formed due to high concentrations of stress at 
very small material and geometric defects. These cracks grow when the loads vary over time. 
[2]

There are factors that affects the fatigue strength.

 Geometry
Local concentrations of stress will occur at sudden dimensional changes such as holes, 
grooves and bounds. The concentrations are bigger the sharper the corners of the 
grooves and bounds are. [2]
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 Welding
Welding has a negative impact on fatigue strength, mainly because of irregularities 
and heat. There will always be irregularities in welded connections, especially in the 
transition from base material to weldment. There are methods to create smoother 
transitions such as grinding or treating the weldment with TIG. [3]

 Processing
A cold worked material has normally better fatigue strength than hot worked material 
such as moulded material. Hardening methods may increase the fatigue strength. 
Thermal cutting, such as gas cutting, decreases the fatigue strength. [3]

 Surface condition and corrosion
The fatigue strength increases with a finer surface finish, because cracks are often 
initiating at the surface. [3]

Corrosion has a large negative impact on fatigue strength. If a design is exposed for a 
corrosive environment the fatigue strength may decrease by 40%. It is important to 
cover the surface with a corrosion proof coat. It is also recommended that the design 
is made without pockets, nooks and narrow gaps where dirt and water will gather. 
Otherwise drain holes could be used. [3]

 Natural oscillation
The number of load cycles grows quickly if the design is oscillating. [3]

2.2 FEA
The Finite element method is a numerical method to solve differential equations. It can be 
applied in areas such as solid mechanics (structural analysis), electromagnetism, fluid flow, 
acoustics and heat transfer. In solid mechanics, it is applied to compute stress, displacement 
and life span. [4]

The calculation work of a finite element analysis consists of idealization, modelling and 
solving. 

Idealization
The idealization is to create a theoretical model of a real engineering problem. The theoretical 
model should be able to be represented by mathematics and contain the important 
characteristics of the real engineering problem. The idealization in a finite element analysis is 
done by creating a 2D or 3D model, choosing its material model, its material data and by 
applying boundary conditions to it. The boundary conditions consist of fixtures and loads. [5]

Modelling
Meshing the model is an important part of the FEA-analysis. Meshing is to divide the solid 
model into a finite number of elements. Each type of element consists of a certain number of 
nodes and equations that indicates the relationship between forces and displacement of the 
nodes. [5] 

With increased mesh fineness, the numerical result converges to the exact mathematical 
result of the idealized problem. One can normally expect that the results converges to the 
exact value from below, because displacement and stress are normally slightly 
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underestimated. The number of equitation increase rapidly with finer mesh and for large 
FEM-models the number of equations can reach several hundred thousand. [5]

There are different kinds of elements. Solid elements are required for complex 3-dimensional 
models. Two types of solid elements are the tetrahedral elements and the brick elements. 
Tetrahedral elements are often used by automatic mesh generators because of the elements 
geometric adaptability. The brick elements should be used if the geometries allow it, because 
they are easier to generate and control. CST-elements (constant strain triangle and constant 
strain tetrahedral elements) are inaccurate and should not be used. [5]

Solving
The solution of the equations is done by the FEM-system. The numerical solutions of linear 
studies are trustworthy on modern FEM-systems. The solution should either be correct or 
warnings and fatal errors will have appeared. [5]

If warnings appear, the solution can still be executed but to be correct it is crucial that the 
user understands the warning messages and evaluates the consequences to the results as 
acceptable. If fatal errors appear, the solution will cancel and the system requires the user to 
act and restart the solution. [5]

The user should keep in mind that even if the solutions are correct and the results have 
converged to their true values the results represent the true values of the idealized problem.

2.3 Material
The material chosen to be used for the sub frames is S355JO.

S355JO has an ultimate strength value of 510 MPa and a yield strength value of 350 MPa. [6]
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3. Method

The method was to create new designs in CAD and being aware of manufacturing possibilities 
by using bending and material tables from the factory. To find out how the new designs act 
once loaded with force they were simulated with FEA.

3.1 CAD
To create changes in the designs CAD was used. The software was Siemens Solid Edge. 
Copies of original sub frames were provided by the company in step-format which contained 
assemblies and body features of sheet metals and parts.

Changes in the designs were made by creating new sheet metals. They were created and 
dimensioned inside the assembly view by using the “create part in place” function. This 
method was used to make the new sheet metals dimensions fit to the other sheet metals and 
parts. The new sheet metals were then assembled to the assembly.

The differences in weights of the models were calculated in CAD by inspecting the physical 
properties of the assemblies. This was done after applying the material density of 7830 kg/m3 
from the Solid Edge material library.

3.2 Manufacturing possibilities
To assure that the new sheet metals would be possible to manufacture a bending table from 
the factory was used. The table contain information about limitation in specific dimensions 
such as minimum required bending radius with respect to thickness in order to bend plates. 
See appendix J. 

To choose a material from the factory a table of their materials was used.

3.3 FEA
To get an idea of how the new design will act once loaded by force the models are simulated 
by FEA. Displacement and von Mises stress were simulated. The type of simulation study was 
linear static analysis for all studies.

The software used was Siemens Femap (11.01). It is a built-in FEA-tool in Solid Edge. Using 
this built-in tool made it possible to make simulations more continuously because there were 
no need of exporting CAD-files into an external FEA-software and specific design changes 
could be made without resetting unaffected fixtures, loads, connectors and mesh-options.

To increase the reliability of the FEA-results an original model was simulated first and the 
result was verified by comparing them to the companies previous FEA-result [7]. Similar 
simulation methods were used to simulate the new models.

Mesh
The mesh type chosen was tetrahedral mesh for its great adaptability to different geometries. 
When creating the mesh the main target was that every sheet metal should receive at least 
three layers of mesh. To meet that target but also keep reasonable simulation times the body 
size tool was used to set a finer mesh on the thinnest plates. The number of nodes became 
over 500 000 for each model. The meshed models for sub frame 14328424 are shown in 
appendix E, F and G and the meshed models for sub frame 14329034 are shown in appendix 
H and I.
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Connectors
Connectors between sheet metals were created by using an automatic and manual glue tool. 
As small as possible search distanced were applied. The applied connectors control how the 
different sheet metals will interact with each other during simulation. In reality, the sub 
frames’ plates are welded but the models in this report were simulated without welds. This 
was a simplification to reduce the time to design numerous models for simulation.

The connectors were controlled at the simulation results by carefully watching that all the 
surfaces were connected after the model had been deformed. This to make sure that all 
connections had been created and that they were working.

Simulation material
The material chosen for all simulations was steel. It was chosen from the Solid Edge material 
library, se table 1 for the its material data.

Table 1) Material data used for the simulation models.

Modulus of elasticity 199,948 Gpa
Poisson's ratio 0,29
Density 7830 kg/m3

Fixtures
Fixtures were created where the sub frames are mounted to their tractors. The sub frames are 
mounted by screw joints. To make realistic fixtures a designer from the company suggested 
fixtures on surfaces around each hole. The surfaces were fixed in all 6 degrees of freedom. To 
create these surfaces the split surface tool was used. Figures of these fixtures are shown in 
Figure 4 for sub frame 14328424 and Figure 5 for sub frame 14329034.

Figure 4) Fixtures for all simulated models of sub frame 14328424.
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Figure 5) Fixtures for all simulated models of sub frame 14329034.

Loads
To create loads the company provided tables with load cases on sub frames for different 
tractors, see appendix K. The push case was chosen to be simulated because that is when the 
forces are largest. The gravity force to the sub frames own weights are neglected. Loads were 
created by applying forces to surfaces according to the tables. Figures of the applied loads 
and their sizes are shown in Figure 6 for sub frame 14328424 and Figure 7 for sub frame 
14329034.

Figure 6) Loads for all simulated models of sub frame 14328424.
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Figure 7) Loads for all simulated models of sub frame 14329034.
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4. Results

The FEA-results and weight comparisons are presented in this section. The FEA-results 
contain displacement and von Mises stress. Three different models are compared to their 
original designs.

4.1 Sub frame 14328424
Two new models of sub frame 14328424 were investigated. One with thinner plates and one 
with a new concept of the upright plate.

4.1.1 Thinner plates
FEA of sub frame 14328424 were made to compare a model with original plates to a model 
with thinner plates. Displacement, von Mises stress and weight were compared.

Figure 8) Displacement of sub frame 14328424 during the push case. Original model to the 
left and new model to the right.
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Figure 9) Displacement of sub frame 14328424 during the push case. Original model to the 
left and new model to the right.

Figure 10) Comparison of von Mises stress, left side, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and new model with thinner plates to the right.
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Figure 11) Comparison of von Mises stress, right side, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and new model with thinner plates to the right.

Figure 12) Comparison of von Mises stress, frontside, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and new model with thinner plates to the right.
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Figure 13) Comparison of von Mises stress, backside, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and new model with thinner plates to the right.

Table 2) Weight comparison of the original and thinner plates.
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4.1.2 New upright plate
FEA of sub frame 14328424 were made to compare a model with original plates to a model 
with a new upright plate, a cover plate and adjusted gussets. Displacement, von Mises stress 
and weights were compared.

The new design weights 5 kg less. (93 kg versus 98 kg).

Figure 14) Comparison of displacement on sub frame 14328424. Original model to the left 
and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.

Figure 15) Comparison of displacement on sub frame 14328424. Original model to the left 
and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.
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Figure 16) Comparison of von Mises stress, left side, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.

Figure 17) Comparison of von Mises stress, right side, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.
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Figure 18) Comparison of von Mises stress, frontside, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.

Figure 19) Comparison of von Mises stress, backside, on sub frame 14328424. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.
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4.2 Sub frame 14329034
FEA of sub frame 14329034 were made to compare a model with original plates to a model 
with a new upright plate, a cover plate and adjusted gussets. Displacement, von Mises stress 
and weights were compared.

The new design is 3.8 kg heavier. (131.2 kg versus 135,0 kg.)

Figure 20) Comparison of displacement on sub frame 14329034. Original model to the left 
and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.

Figure 21) Comparison of displacement on sub frame 14329034. Original model to the left 
and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.
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Figure 22) Comparison of von Mises stress, right side, on sub frame 14329034. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.

Figure 23) Comparison of von Mises stress, left side, on sub frame 14329034. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.
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Figure 24) Comparison of von Mises stress, frontside, on sub frame 14329034. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.

Figure 25) Comparison of von Mises stress, backside, on sub frame 14329034. Original 
model to the left and a new model with a new upright plate to the right.
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5. Discussion and conclusions

In this section, the accuracy of the test results is discussed, the FEA-results of the new sub 
frame models are discussed and finally future work.

5.1 Accuracy of the tests
The results for the idealized models should be accurate with the modern FEA-system and 
reasonably fine mesh. The most important is how well the real engineering problem is 
idealized.

The biggest source of error in the idealization should be the connections of the parts. The 
welds were neglected and connections were made by gluing the connected surfaces instead.  
This has the largest impact on the accuracy where parts are glue-connected by large surfaces, 
because the area of glue will be much bigger than the welds around their contours.

More relevant source of errors in the idealization would be the applied load case data and 
material. The modelled material is isotropic but the real material is anisotropic because it is 
cold rolled. It gives it different modulus of elasticity in different directions. The real material 
has also been plasticly deformed at the bending areas which could affect the elasticity in 
those areas. This could have a slight effect on the result of stress and displacement.

The fixtures should not be a major source of error, aside of the local areas of the screw joints.

5.1 Sub frame 14328424
Thinner plates:
As seen in the results section 5kg material was saved and the stress and displacement 
increased. The distribution of stress is similar and the stress is increased at the hotspots. 
What we want to know is how much the product cost is reduced and whether if these stress 
levels are allowed.

The stress levels are compared to a FEA-report of sub frame 14329334 [9]. That sub frame 
passed a physical fatigue test of 10 000 cycles [10].  We can clearly see that the stress levels of 
14328424 with thinner plates is higher.

The stress levels are also compared to a FEA-report of sub frame 14324844 [7] which has 
TSQ-reports of cracking on the field [8]. It is hard to tell whether the sub frame with thinner 
plates is stronger.

It is difficult to confirm whether if the thinner plates could be used. A physical fatigue test of 
the prototype is recommended to find out.
 

New upright plate:
The concept of the new upright plate does not seem good in this sub frame model. The lower 
bend of the upright plate would be hard to create. To have a proper connection between the 
cover plate and the upright plate the size of the sub frame box will shrink. This makes the sub 
frame less resistant to torsion from the loads, which is probably the reason why the FEA-
result show much higher levels of stress, because torsional stress is undesirable.  

If it was possible to connect the cover plate above the top bend of the upright plate the box 
would not shrink.
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5.2 Sub frame 14329034
New upright plate:
The concept of the new upright plate could work better on this sub frame model than the 
above. This sub frame model has more space to connect a cover plate above the top bend of 
the upright plate. It has yet to be confirmed in detail that the space is enough.

By connecting the cover plate above the top bend of the upright plate the box remained big to 
resist torsion and bending. The stress levels seem to be slightly higher than the original 
model in a few locations. These stress levels seem to be fine compared to the stress levels in 
the FEA-report of sub frame 14329334 [9] which passed a physical fatigue test of 10 000 
cycles [10].

The model did however raise 4 kg in weight, from 131,2 kg to 135 kg, so maybe this model is 
not cheaper. The upright plate is thick so its lower end consists of more material than needed. 
If the upright plate would ever be thinner the concept would possibly be better for this sub 
frame set.

5.4 Future work
Calculations on product costs could be made on sub frame 14328424 with the thinner plates, 
and maybe also on sub frame 14329034 with the new upright plate. If there is a reduction in 
product cost prototypes should be made for physical fatigue test, especially on 14328424 with 
thinner plates.

For accurate values of stress at the connections of parts it is recommended to simulate with 
welded models.

Moreover, the gusset of 14328424 could have its left end cut as a radius for a smoother 
transition to the side plate resulting in a smaller concentration of stress if it works well with 
welding too.
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Appendix

Appendix A
Parts list of sub frame 14328424.

 

 

Index Name
1 Side plate
2 Upright plate
3 Gusset front
4 Gusset back
5 Gusset horizontal
6 S-plate
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Appendix B
Parts list of sub frame 14328424 with new kind of upright plate.

 

Index Name
1 Side plate
2 New Upright plate
3 Gusset front
4 Gusset back
5 Gusset horizontal
6 Cover plate
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Appendix C
Parts list of the original sub frame 14329034.

 Index Name
1 Side plate
2 Upright plate
3 S-plate
3 Gusset front
4 Gusset back
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Appendix D
Parts list of sub frame 14329034 with new kind of upright plate.

 

 

Index Name
1 Side plate
2 New Upright plate
3 Gusset front
4 Gusset back
5 Cover plate
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Appendix E
Mesh for the FEA-model of 14328424 with original plates.
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Appendix F
Mesh for the FEA-model of 14328424 with thinner plates.
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Appendix G
Mesh for the FEA-model of 14328424 with new upright plate and adjusted gussets.
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Appendix H
Mesh for the FEA-model of 14329034 with original plates.
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Appendix I
Mesh for the FEA-model of 14329034 with new upright plate and adjusted gussets.
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Appendix J
A table with bending specifications for production.
If a bending drawing do not follow the specifications the Production need to be 
contacted to validate if Production needs to develop new tooling or equipment.

R mini

L mini
D mini

T h

Thickness (mm) Tool (mm) Radius (mm) D mini (mm) L mini (mm)
1,5 20 3 14 16
2 32 3 16 20
3 32 3 16 20
4 40 6 16 21
5 40 6 16 21
6 50 6 16 21
8 50 6 25 26
8 63 6 32 41

10 63 6 32 41
12 80 6 40 48
15 80 20 43 55
15 100 20 57 65
20 125 20 72 80
25 175 32,5 95 110
30 216 50 115 140

TOOL
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Appendix K
The load cases.

1.
model Stop profile Y (N) Roundbar Y (N) Lift force (N)
90C 17503 18036 3319
100C 18952 19457 3195
120C 27560 28398 4582
130C 30325 31249 5279
140C 31819 32789 4859
160C 47535 48981 7106
180C 64817 98288 9402
X16 54958 56633 11193
Q26 71942 74131 12456
N36 93415 85757 13323
N38 95724 98637 15149
N46 104528 107708 16334
N48 119056 122679 18428

N56 123560 127319 18756
N58 139685 143934 21032
N66 143415 147779 21450
N68 161000 165899 23887
N76 163315 168285 23054

N78 182290 187837 25538
N88 163160 168125 27548
Q98 178446 183875 27758

2. Forces at ground level  while sink with uneven load (0,7 pos/neg area difference)
model Stop profile Y (N) Roundbar Y (N) Lift force (N)
90C -12252 -12625 -2323
100C -13267 -13620 -2237
120C -19292 -19879 -3208
130C -21228 -21874 -3695
140C -22274 -22953 -3401
160C -33275 -34287 -4974
180C -45372 -68802 -6581
X16 -38470 -39643 -7835
Q26 -50360 -51892 -8719
N36 -65390 -60030 -9326
N38 -67007 -69046 -10604
N46 -73170 -75396 -11434
N48 -83339 -85875 -12900

N56 -86492 -89123 -13129
N58 -97779 -100754 -14723
N66 -100391 -103445 -15015
N68 -112700 -116129 -16721
N76 -114321 -117799 -16138

N78 -127603 -131486 -17876
N88 -114212 -117687 -19284
Q98 -124912 -128712 -19431

3. Impact force calculator
Tractor weight: 5000 kg
Resulting forces (N) Z Y
Round bar 13200 4500
Stop profile 2350 44500

Forces at ground level  while lift with uneven load
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